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Overview

What we will cover

• Intelligence and priority setting

• A talk from the National BFC Charitable Trust

• Red Flags

After the break

• Compliance

o responsible lending

o credit fees

o disclosure

• Credit work programme 2018/19

Carissa Baker
Manager, Intelligence Advocacy and Enquiries

Intelligence and priority setting
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Enquiries

What we do
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• Identify trends in 

complaints data and 

issues for further 

research

• Produce the annual 

publication, 

‘Consumer Issues’ 

and other reports 

eg, recent review of 

lender websites

• Produce education 

materials for 

businesses and 

consumers – often 

guided by the trends 

we have spotted and 

our strategic priority 

areas

• Work with others to 

understand New 

Zealand markets and 

the issues consumers 

face

Intelligence Advocacy

• Assess complaints 

for relevance and 

compliance with 

laws

• Oversee complaints 

triage process

• Assist traders to 

comply with the law

How we exercise our discretion

6
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How we help you comply

• Guidelines on our website

www.comcom.govt.nz/consumer-

credit/guidelines-post

• It’s All Good animations

tv.comcom.govt.nz

• Fact sheets

www.comcom.govt.nz/consumer-

credit/consumer-credit-fact-sheets-post

• Presentations to industries, law firms

• Media releases

• An educational board game

How we deal with complaints
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Incoming complaint

Assessment 

Screening decision

Prioritise

Investigate

Decide enforcement 
outcome

Enforcement criteria

• Extent of detriment

• Seriousness of conduct

• Public Interest
Consideration of assessments and 

recommendations

Complaints are prioritised where there is a 

likely breach, and where the complaint fits 

with our enforcement criteria and 

priorities.
Resourcing

Is it a Commission matter?

Is there a likely breach?

Examples of outcomes:

• No further action

• Information or compliance advice

• Warning letter

• Prosecution
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• The most complaints (71) were about lenders’ compliance with the 

responsible lending principles:

o Allegations lenders did not ask the right questions or assess need for a loan

o Also, that advertising is not ‘responsible’ and borrowers not treated ‘reasonably’.

• We still receive complaints about disclosure (50 complaints):

o Initial, ongoing and variation disclosure.

• Fees (46 complaints):

o Fees are ‘unreasonable’, or ‘unfair’, in some way.

Complaint trends April 2017 to March 
2018 – conduct
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Recent report trends April 2017 to March 
2018 – credit providers
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• Finance companies (94 complaints):

o Complaints cover responsible lending, difficulties applying for hardship, fees 

perceived as unreasonable.

• High-cost short-term (payday) lenders (29 complaints):

o Complaints most often about responsible lending and fees perceived as 

unreasonable.

• Debt collection and credit services (21 complaints):

o Fees perceived as unwarranted or unfair, and alleged harassment of 

debtors.

• Mobile traders (19 complaints)

• Motor vehicle sales and financing (17 complaints)
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Key messages to take away
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• We use all of the information about consumers’ experiences to 

inform our enforcement, compliance and advocacy activities

• We don’t act solely on complaints – some of our work is proactive 

and intended to assist lenders with compliance

• We exercise our discretion to enforce the law where conduct may 

be harmful to consumers or systemic – our investigations are not 

random

• We are open about the issues that are brought to us by 

consumers, so that you can assess your business practices

• We’d welcome your feedback on which of our tools you find most 

helpful and why

Tim Barnett

Chief Executive
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The Budgeting Sector in 2017/18

• Experienced significant changes over 2016/17

• Redesigned into Building Financial Capability

• 208 services nationwide

• 1200 trained Financial Mentors (aka budget advisors)

• Proud of our history but moving forward into a new era 

• Revamped and re-energised 

• Eager to use our experiences to create positive change for all 

New Zealanders

The role of the Financial Mentor

• Budgeting advisers but another name with a slightly 

different focus

• Managing the immediate crisis situation

• Supporting people to work out their financial position 

including income, expenses and debt

• Strengths based approach 

• Developing a Financial Plan of Action

• Engaging with or negotiating with creditors

• Putting together cases to take to the Commerce 

Commission or Dispute Resolution Agencies.
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The role of the Trust

• A unifying role – bringing together a fractured sector

• Training and support for services and financial mentors

• Advocating on behalf of our sector and our clients on a 

national level

• Building relationships with the financial services sector, 

dispute resolution services, government and other 

community organisations, nationally and locally 

• Maintaining a close working relationship with the Ministry of 

Social Development, Ministry of Business, Innovation and 

Employment and the Commerce Commission

Facilitating better working relationships with 
lenders

• Being a point of contact for services and financial mentors 

and also for lenders

• Identifying and raising issues with lenders when they arise 

• Working on formal agreements with financial services 

providers

• A focus on being constructive
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Challenges for Financial Mentors dealing 
with lenders

• Frustration with recurring examples of irresponsible lending 

practices

• Poor affordability assessments, putting people further into 

financial hardship

• Aggressive marketing to existing customers, hampering the 

work that the mentor is trying to do with the client

o Solicitation for further credit when client is over-indebted

• Putting barriers in the way of mentors trying to advocate for 

their clients

Issues facing the clients of budgeting 
services

• Most clients are in a cash-flow deficit

• Some have diminished mental capacity to make wise 
financial decisions

o Those dealing with mental health

o Severe stress affecting decision making

o Those caught in the debt spiral but keep taking on more 
debt to fill the gaps

• Irregular or unreliable incomes making regular payments 
difficult

• Severe over-indebtedness 

• Not just low income, some households on > $100,000 pa
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How lenders can guide staff to better work 
with mentors

Working constructively with financial mentors when they 

contact lenders

• Take the complaint seriously

• Don’t be dismissive of the mentor

• Be responsive and timely with requests

• Respect the request from the client to work through their 

mentor, and not contact the client directly

Part of the wider consumer protection 
system

• Financial mentors are not just one person helping one 

person

• Mentors are part of a wider system that aims to protect 

consumers when they borrow money

• NGO’s, government agencies and the credit industry 

(through compliance with credit law) are all part of that 

system

• Financial mentors are in the position to protect those 

unable to protect themselves by working with lenders, 

disputes’ schemes and the Commerce Commission
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Questions?

Break for refreshments

20 minutes
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Crystal Euden
Senior Legal Counsel

Compliance

The Commission’s perspective on 

responsible lending

Every lender must exercise the care, diligence, and skill of a 

responsible lender:

• when advertising

• before agreeing to provide credit or finance or taking 

guarantees

• in all subsequent dealings with borrowers and guarantors.

Responsible lending

24
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A priority area for the Commission.

We are particularly concerned with:

1. Suitability

2. Affordability

3. Understandability

25

Responsible lending

1. Suitability assessments

Lenders must make reasonable enquiries before entering into a 

loan (or taking a guarantee) to be satisfied that the credit 

provided will meet the borrower’s needs and objectives 

(s 9C(3)(a)(i)).

You have to know what the loan is for to ensure you are 

providing the right product.

26

Responsible lending – the areas of 
concern
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2. Affordability assessments

Lenders must make reasonable enquiries before entering into a 

loan (or taking a guarantee) to be satisfied that the borrower or 

guarantor will be able to make the payments under the loan, or 

comply with the guarantee, without suffering substantial 

hardship (s 9C(3)(a)(ii)).

You need be sure the borrower can make the payments without 

undue difficulty. Be aware of foreseen circumstances that may 

affect repayment.

27

Responsible lending – the areas of 
concern

3. Understandability assessments

Lenders must assist borrowers to reach informed decisions as to 

whether to enter into the agreement and to be reasonably aware 

of the full implications (s9C(3)(b)).

You need to help the borrower understand what they are 

agreeing to, especially what may happen if they fail to meet their 

commitments.

28

Responsible lending – the areas of 
concern
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Background:

• Rob wants to buy a car for $18,000. He has a $3,000 deposit 

and suggests he can afford to repay the loan at $150 a 

fortnight.

• You note the following from Rob’s loan application:

o He is a beneficiary.

o He has a pre-approved loan from another lender to pay 

the $3,000 deposit on the car.

o He owes money to other lenders.

29

Responsible lending – Rob’s example

Background continued:

• Rob’s last 3 months of bank statements show he has on 

average no more than $5 left over after each fortnightly 

beneficiary payment.

• The bank statements show several loan repayments.

• The bank statements show Rob regularly going into overdraft 

to pay for groceries and utilities.

30

Responsible lending – Rob’s example
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Background:

• You provide high-cost credit agreements.

• John is one of your regular borrowers. Since 2017 John has 

taken out a number of loans with you. 

• John repaid his last agreement with you on time. In fact, John 

has repaid all his agreements with you on time.

• John has applied for a loan of $800 over 30 days.

• John said he needed the $800 for a funeral.

• Your internal credit score says John can borrow $1,000.

• You give John the loan.

31

Responsible lending – John’s example

� Warning bells! Suitability… �

John’s had 18 loans with you since January 2017.

32

Responsible lending – John’s example
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Responsible lending – John’s example
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Responsible lending – John’s example
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� Warning bells! Affordability �

• John is borrowing immediately after paying his loan back.

• You asked for John’s bank statements in January 2017

o but you didn’t use them…

o and you haven’t asked for any since.

• Your credit score for John was calculated based on a 

percentage of John’s income.

35

Responsible lending – John’s example

� More warning bells! Affordability �

• We did not take into account any expenses.

• we could have asked John; 

• we could have looked at John’s bank statements; 

and/or

• we could have applied benchmarks.

36

Responsible lending – John’s example
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Lessons we can learn from John:

• You can’t rely on what John says if you knew or should have 

known better.

• Ask questions – look into individual circumstances.

• Make sure the loan type is suitable.

• Bank statements can be invaluable – but only if you look at 

them.

37

Responsible lending – John’s example

We expect lenders to assist borrowers to reach informed 

decisions and to be reasonably aware of the agreement’s 

implications.

Using our example of John’s loan:

• John was emailed five different documents, including a 

disclosure statement and additional terms and conditions.

• John signed up to the loan online. As part of the application, 

his electronic signature was applied to a number of 

documents, including a wage deduction authority.

Responsible lending – understandability

38
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� Make sure your systems are robust �

• Ensure that your systems are asking the right questions 

and there are regular checks in place.

• Are your systems:

• Identifying potentially vulnerable borrowers?

• Properly assessing suitability and affordability?

Responsible lending – use of automated 
systems

39

Regularly look at your own records/data and conduct a 

responsible lending audit. For example, ask yourself:

What percentage of loans entered into during X month:

• were repaid in full in accordance with the agreement?

• were repaid by a new loan/refinance?

• had missed or rearranged payments?

• had defaults?

• were sent to collections?

Responsible lending – conduct an audit

40
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James McIvor
Principal Investigator

Compliance

Credit fees and disclosure

• Application to consumer credit contracts

• All credit and default fees must be reasonable

• There are some exclusions (eg, optional services)

• Interest is not restricted, fees are

The forties for fees

42
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• The manual

• Simplify the concepts for fee setting

• Records the learnings from the Sportzone decision

Resources to help – the Credit Fees 
Guidelines – June 2017

43

• Does your contract allow you to charge the fee?

o The amount of the fee

o Methodology in determining the fee if not ascertainable 

at the time you enter into the contract

Disclose it if you want to charge it

44
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• Recovery of costs and losses are key in assessing 

reasonableness

• Transaction specific approach in recovering costs

• Activity Based Costing vs Fully allocated approach– different 

approaches to costs/number of loans

• Forward looking approach – Realistic estimates based on 

experience and anticipated future projections

• You may average, but take care

• Some fees may still be unreasonable (eg, PPN delivery)

Setting your fees: Things you should be 
thinking about 

45

Cost per resource per minute (labour and cost to business)

Activity Based Costing
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Minutes per activity related to successful loan

Cost per successful loan (Establishment fee)

Number of successful loans

Total cost of all successful loans

X

=

X

=
RISK:

An individual loan 

approach can risk 

over-recovery
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Total costs

Fully allocated approach

47

Costs not related to establishment activities

Total cost relating to the establishment of successful loans

Number of successful loans

Establishment fee

-

=

÷

=
RISK:

Need to exclude the 

cost of activities 

associated with 

unsuccessful loans

• Not set and forget

• Have your costs changed (eg, new processes/efficiency 

gains)?

• Is your business growing?

• Look at the overall picture – your financials can help

Regularly review your fees

48
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• Percentage based fees (Twenty Fifty Club)

• Using fees as a mechanism to recover all costs

• Failure to consider the bigger picture (fee income v expenses)

• Not responding to trigger events – reviews

• Market comparison the only tool used to set fees

• Inappropriate averaging

Things we do not like

49

• Keep good records - write it down (or spreadsheet it)

o so you remember what you did and why

o evidence based decisions

o clear and supported evidence of costs

o transparent workings – don’t hard code numbers

o how you calculated forward looking estimates

• Fee simplicity – for you and your customers

Tips to help you

50
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• It is important for customers to understand what they are 

getting into

• When it is required:

o standing disclosure (website and onsite)

o initial disclosure

o continuing disclosure

o variation disclosure

Disclosure
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• Not including the required information (schedule 1)

• Confusing or unclear disclosure – don’t forget this is a 

document for your customer

Disclosure – some common problems
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1. Contract to purchased: the customer agrees to purchase the goods describe on the 

face page of this agreement and to pay [ ], trading as [

], for the goods by the Direct Debits(DD) or Automatic Payment(AP), instead of 

cash-picking, according to the Repayment Schedule contained which is not a Banking 

Day (being a day on which registered banks are open for business in Auckland or other 

city or area in which the customer resides), the DD and AP Authority forms signed by 

the Customer shall provide accordingly…
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John Lyall
Auckland Manager

Credit work programme 2018/19

No surprises here – BAU:

• Responsible lending

• Credit fees

We will also continue to investigate Disclosure complaints

Plus

We will be keeping a close eye on:

• Debt collection

• Repossession

• Credit related insurance products

• Unfair Contract Terms – new video resources available

Credit work programme 2018/19

56
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• Investigate breaches of the CCCFA and FTA

- Important you know what to expect

• Competition & Consumer Investigation Guidelines

� Accessible to everyone (on our website)

� Details the investigation process

� Show how we gather information & evidence

� Tells you about our compulsory powers

Enforcing the Law
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• Describe how we enforce the law

• Investigations broadly grouped 

� Low Level – Generally Compliance advice or warning

� High Level – injunctions, criminal or civil proceedings

• Negotiated settlements 

• Three key factors

• Extent of Harm

• The Conduct

• Public Interest

Enforcement Response Guidelines

58
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We will do our best to answer questions that have an industry 

benefit.

We cannot provide legal advice 

on specific situations.

Questions?

59


